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Filed Under Fabulous - Card Catalog Kit
Caroline Lau

Supply List:
1. Filed Under Fabulous Kit
2. Paper Trimmer
3. Scissors
4. Ruler
5. Pen
6. Foam Dots
7. Brown Ink Pad (for inking edges)
8. Adhesive (your favorite for gluing papers and embellish-
ments) - my personal favorite is a glue gun
9. Brown paint or wood stain
10. Foam brush
11. Library card download (from mayaroad.com)

2. Tag 1. Use the kraft tags as a template - cut 
the tag out of the floral paper. Ink all edges. Cut 
out the library card and attach to the tag. Cut a 
2” x 6” piece of the mint lace edge paper and 
wrap around the tag. Add the diamond token.

3. Tag 2.  Cut tag out of the stay sassy paper. 
Make a bow out of chevron ribbon and banner 
cut ends. Add the resin flower.

4. Tag 3. Cut out of the mint lace paper. Add 
binder clip. Add the flower, inked leaf and hey 
girl token.

5. Tag - cut the tag out BUT match only the 
width and top - you want the length to be 6”. 
Fold to be the size of the kraft tag to form a 
pocket. And glue. Add the library card and token 
and clip.

6. Cut tag out of the pink paper. Cut the edges 
of the plastic envelope so that it can fit around 
the tag - glue the vertical edges on both sides to 
form pocket. Add the felt flower and a tied 
chevron bow. Add the love piece. Insert journal-
ing cards you cut from extra papers as desired.

7. Cut tag like you did for 5 BUT leave the tear 
strip. Fold pocket. Add the stickers, button (with 
linen) and leaf and flower. 

8. Cut a 2” x 3.75” piece of the fan paper. Glue. 
Add the be yourself tag on foam dots. Add resin 
flowers.

Instructions:
1. Stain or paint the card catalog. - Set aside to dry. After it is dry 
take a piece of the pink paper and cut a piece to fit into the card 
catalog pull and insert.

INK ALL EDGES!

9. Cut the tag out of the checkered board paper. Add the library journaling card. 
Cut a 1” x 6” piece of the polka dot paper. Fringe every 1/4” with scissors (leave a 
1/4” border) - roll with red polka dot inside . Glue at the bottom (hot glue works 
best) and then add the pearl center. Attach to the tag. 


